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Trees, Taking Root
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Sterling Morton
1872
Founded National Arbor Day

Cincinnati Circa 1880

1875: Cincinnati physician John
Aston Warder, along with a group of
botanists and horticulturists formed
the American Forestry Association,
the first organization concerned with
forest conservation in the United
States.
1882: April 25, as a result of
Warder’s
d ’ lleadership,
d h the
h First Annuall
Forestry Congress was held in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
April 27, 1882: Cincinnati School
Superintendent, John Peaslee, closed
all schools. Every child in Cincinnati
went to an abandoned vineyard and
planted trees.
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Vision Statement
Renew our region’s status as the national leader in the forestry movement and
reverse the loss of our region’s tree canopy currently under siege by
devastating insects and invasive understory growth.

Goals
Plant trees
Plant 2 million trees by 2020 (a tree for everyone in the OKI Region)
Better manage our existing forests
Expand management practices that help to retain and regenerate trees and
forest
Promote the many benefits of healthy trees
Increase awareness of tree and forest benefits, needs, and good management
practices
Foster a sense of stewardship among individuals and communities
Engage individuals, businesses, organizations and communities in the
stewardship of our region’s trees and forested areas

Like us on Facebook: TakingRoot2020
One informational or inspirational post about trees per day

Launch Event
September 26, 2013
Eden Park
Thane Maynard, CZBG
Todd Portune, Hamilton County
Commissioner
Jack Sutton, Director Great Parks of
Hamilton Cty.
Laurie Quinliven, Cincinnati City
C
Council
il
Mary Ronan, Superintendant
Cincinnati Public Schools
Beverly Davenport, Provost UC
O’Dell Owens, President Cincinnati
State
Cathy Crain, Cincinnati Park Board
Sherry Carron, Mayor Covington
Jim Henning, President Duke‐Energy
Ohio
Children’s Theater of Cincinnati

Launch Event Activities
• 12 Trees planted in Eden Park
• 11 Trees presented to elected officials across region
• 50 Trees made
d available
il bl to Great Outdoor
d
Weekend
k d venues
• Natorp’s ‘100 Trees for 100 Parks’ donation

Andrea Torrice
The New Metropolis
Rising Waters
Arab American Stories

Greater Cincinnati Foundation’s Big Idea Challenge Grant

Winner of the $5000.00 Environmental Stewardship Prize

What Else is Happening…
• Media attention
(radio interviews, press articles)
• Development Team set up and raising funds
o Grant proposals
(Licking River planting and video production)
o Live Christmas Tree promotion
o Mt. Airy Forest event ‐ 2014
• Green Umbrella Land Manager Forum – April 2014
“Taking Root in the Riparian Zone”

Taking Root Summit Event
Purpose:

Provide opportunity for public to learn
about the need for Taking Root and
provide input on how to address its
g
goals.

When:

a Saturday morning in January

Where:

Cincinnati Zoo

Air Conditioning
Less Obvious Need
for Trees
Fewer Trees
Fewer Trees
More A/C
More A/C
More CO2
More CO2
More Heat
More Heat
More A/C
More A/C
More CO2
More CO2
More Heat

Trees
Shade and cool Buildings
Shade and cool Streets
Shade and cool Soil
Shade and cool A/C Units
Shade and cool Everything!
&
Turn CO2 to Oxygen
Sequester CO2

Planting a tree immediately:
•Conserves energy
•Mitigates storm water runoff
•Slows erosion of top soil
•Cleans the air
•Provides for wildlife
•Converts CO2 to oxygen
•Sequesters carbon
•Makes our neighborhoods more liveable
•Improves human health
•Raises property values
•Lowers crime rates

Done right, it can do all those things more and
more for 50, maybe 100, maybe 300 years into
the future.

A legacy of trees!

53 Years on this
planet,
performing
environmental
services from
day one. Might
live for another
100‐300 years.

53 Years on this planet.
Environmental disaster.
Carbon footprint bigger
than Texas. Maybe 30
more years.

Trees, Taking Root

Scott Beuerlein
Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden
Scott.beuerlein@cincinnatizoo.org

Commissioners
Donald L. Dixon – Cindy Carpenter – T.C. Rogers

Class II 100% Purchased surface and ground
water distribution system
622 Miles of water main, 15,135 mainline valves
and 7,263 hydrants
37,958 connections
93.8% Residential
4% Commercial
 1.8% Multi-family
 0.2% Industrial
 0.2% Landscaping



Five Pressure Zones
1082’, 1000’, 900’, 880’, 770’
43.5 MGD Design Capacity
5 Booster Pump Stations
15.85 MG System Storage Capacity
Average daily demand is 12.1 MGD
26.2 MGD Maximum daily demand
<24 hour average water age

The practice of simply
opening one or more fire
hydrants and allowing
water to flow.
No mainline valves are
isolated to increase the
velocity of the water
through the distribution
mains.

A systematic routing of fresh water through the
distribution piping at high velocities to create a scouring
effect on the interior walls of the piping.

This is accomplished by
strategically closing
valves and flushing from
hydrants.



Improves water quality



Uses less water than conventional flushing





Better at removing sediment than conventional
flushing programs and improves interior pipe
smoothness
th
(C F
Factor)
t )
Annual inventory and maintenance





Utilization of maintenance management database
Valve and hydrant inventory
location, size, type, operation and accessibility
Leak detection
Mitigate storage facility sediment buildup







Money

Startup- Specifically engineered equipment is needed for effective program
implementation
 Annual Program -Equipment maintenance, dechlorination tablets and chemical
reagents
Staffing
 Personnel for dry run inspection
 Personnel for main line valve and fire hydrant work orders
 Personnel for flushing implementation
Time


Planning and design generally takes 4 to 6 weeks per phase

Editing and revisions takes 2 to 3 weeks
Dry Run inspection takes up to 3 months per phase
Coordination of maintenance work orders as the dry run inspection progresses
Completion of work orders prior to flushing
Flushing generally takes 4 to 6 weeks per phase
 Seasonal flushing (April-October)
 Night flushing vs. Day flushing






1. Management


Written Plan: Design & Layout

2. Equipment




Technology
Working order
Dedicated equipment/vehicles

3. Personnel



Knowledge of system hydraulics
Educated operators know the benefits of program

4. Implementation



Dry Run Inspection
Public awareness/perception

5. Challenges





Expensive equipment
Employee: manpower, turnover, union contracts
Time demands: Seasonal
System design: pressures, adequate loops & sized mains

6. Results




System compliance
Enhanced water quality
Better system operation

BCWS began using unidirectional flushing in residential areas starting
in 2005.
Unidirectional flushing was chosen because BCWS wanted to be
proactive in mitigating potential water quality concerns.


Water from two sources –
blending of surface and
ground water



Water age concerns - migrates
through our supplier’s
distribution systems
before it reaches our entry
points



Regulatory compliance – current
and future regulatory compliance
affecting distribution systems

12 phases that are divided into manageable
distribution system loops
Objectives are:
Route clean water
through
h
h all
ll 6” to 10”
diameter mains
Achieve 5 fps average
velocity to create
scouring effect on the
pipe walls through
defined flushing runs





Design and layout targeted residential areas
Water modeling data using average day
demand simulations for:









GIS software utilized to create flushing
phases, runs, loops and field guide
schematics

Clean water sources defined by:








storage tank influence zones
pump station
t ti iinfluence
fl
zones
pressure zone influence boundaries
water age ranging from 0 to 120 hours

primary entry point locations
booster pumping stations
elevated storage tanks
water distribution mains >12” in diameter with low particulate
counts
larger transmission mains where tuberculation and scaling is
minimal

Each flushing run incorporates multiple
sequential steps for valve isolation and hydrant
flushing

 Typical runs incorporate 1,500 to 2,000 linear feet at a time
 Incorporate 30% to 35% of the hydrants for flushing purposes
 Run boundaries can be defined by residual pressure loss

UDF runs are created by mainline valve isolation


Segregates the “clean” water from the “dirty” water and
sends the flow in one direction



Water main branches and loops are essentially
transformed into dead end lines



Allows utilization of one fire hydrant for multiple
defined flushing runs



Creates the one directional flow shear for high velocities
needed for sediment and biofilm displacement

Manuals for each Phase were created for staff use
in the field
C t i d
t il off the
th
 Contains
details
flushing sequence for
each loop & run
 Lists and maps out the
hydrants & valves to be
utilized

Specifically engineered
equipment needed for:
erosion control
disinfectant residual
reduction
 water conservation
through flow regulation
 pressure monitoring
under static and
dynamic flow conditions



Flow Diffuser with Built
Built-In
In
Pitot Meter

Dechlorination Assembly

Slow Close Gate Valve
Polyester Jacket
Lined Hose 5’, 10’,
25’ or 50’
Fire Hydrant Adapter

Glycerin Filled
Pressure Gauges

Mounted Valve exerciser &
Hydro-Vac clean-out trailer

Bio-Max Dechlor Tablets &
Dechlorination Tank

Analytical water quality testing equipment for pH,
temperature, turbidity, and free/total chlorine residuals


Pre and post measurements define flushing intervals that
are key to water conservation practices



Analytical water quality parameters are tested at both the
initial and final flushes

A dry run inspection is critical to the success of UDF
During the 2013 dry run of
Phases 6, 7 & 8 there were:
247 mainline valves
mechanically exercised
121 valve boxes raised to
finish grade
109 valve boxes cleaned out
24 valve boxes re-aligned
4 mainline valves found in
the closed position (re- opened)

Determine valve location, type,
size & position
Count turns to open/close
position and exercise manually

80% of the system’s fire hydrants and auxiliary valves were
inventoried during the dry run inspection process

Valve exercise machine is
used for valves that are
manually difficult to turn
or for transmission valves
with high turn counts



Water system customers




Internal customers









Notices posted in print media
and on webpage

Water Operations
Engineering
Customer Care
Answering Service
Laboratory
Line Maintenance

Fire departments


Coordinate with local Fire Department’s fire hydrant
maintenance and flushing schedules

Applicable formulas & conversion factors used to
meet the flushing goal of 5fps











Ft2 calculations per diameter pipe: 6”(0.196), 8 (.349),
10”0.545)
Q(flow)=V(velocity) X A(area), V=Q/A, A=Q/V
MGD 694 GPM or 1.55
MGD=694
1 55 Ft3/
Ft3/second
d
1Ft3/sec=450 GPM
Ft/sec=Ft3/Ft2
A(area)=3.14 X R2
R(radius)=D(diameter)/2
Ft3 volume=3.14 x R2 X Length (ft)
Gal. volume=volume Ft3 x 7.48 gal/ft3

Determine the flushing run duration
Residual Pressure Reading

Flushing Interval
(2.5" orifice diameter)

0‐10

48 minutes

11‐20

28 minutes

21 30
21‐30

22 minutes

31‐40

18 minutes

41‐50

16 minutes

51‐60

15 minutes

61‐70

14 minutes

71‐80

13 minutes

81‐90

12 minutes

Pressure blow off valves are utilized to mitigate high pressure
transients during dynamic flow conditions

Surface runoff
and erosion
control to protect
landscaping and
minimize traffic
interruption.
Flow is directed
to storm drains
where possible.
Dechlorination
is utilized to
protect ponds
and streams.

Sediment in beaker is typical of scouring effect of UDF

Final water quality sample is taken within 60 seconds of conclusion
of the flushing run. If the turbidity levels are >1.0 ntu the flushing
run will be extended.

UDF Turbidity Levels
(Average for all phases)

Round 1 turbidity

40

Initial 36.5 ntu
Final 0.8 ntu

35
30

Round 1

ntu

25

Round 2

20
15

Round 2 turbidity

10

Initial 26.3 ntu
Final 0.7 ntu

5
0

Initial

Final

Water used for UDF
6
5

581,100 ft flushed

548,800 ft flushed

510,500 ft flushed

544,400 ft flushed

412,200 ft flushed

474,800 ft flushed

2

541,300 ft flushed

3

454,800 ft flushed

395,500 ft flushed

4
UDF Accounted
for water loss
(MG)

1
0

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Routine Total Coliform Positive Samples per year
4

3

2

Routine TCP

1

0

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

And what can it do for you?

What is OHWARN
 Water/wastewater Agency Response Network
A formalized Network of
Utilities”.
“Utilities
Utilities helping Utilities
• Emergency Preparedness
• Mutual Aid Assistance During
Emergencies
• Sharing of Resources Statewide
• Personnel
• Equipment
• Materials
• Water/Wastewater System
Expertise

Why Do you need OHWARN
Disaster s will strike

Your utility will
need help.

Who will you Call?

WARN BACKGROUND VIDEO

Background on the WARN Initiative.mp4

What Happens When Your Utility
is out of Service?
 Water Systems
 Lack of safe drinking water.
 Eventually there is no water for Fire Suppression.
 Toilets no longer flush leading to unsanitary conditions.
 Sewer System
 Untreated wastewater is discharged to the environment.
 Waste water can back up into basements.

Why is OH WARN Needed
 Our operations are specialized.
 We must be self
self‐sufficient
sufficient.
 Assist with filling the gap.
 Community recovery efforts rely on W/WW systems.
 Large events impact regional areas.
 Disasters impact employees

Benefits of Membership
 Emergency Contact list of other Utilities
 Important part of your Emergency Operations Plan
 Enhanced Access to Specialized Resources
 Single pre‐executed agreement
 Expedites arrival of assistance.
 Reduced Administrative effort.
 Assistance in maintaining Continuity of operations.

Membership Costs

$0.00
No Obligation to

Assist
 You decide if
and when.

Ohio 14th State with Agreement

Case Study



August 7th 2:57 PM

Good afternoon Randy,

 The City of Cleveland Division of Water is in urgent need of two 24” Victaulics couplings. We

have contacted Victaulic but have been informed it will take about a week before we can get
them. We have had a failure on a 24” main coming out of one of our treatment plants that is
affecting our entire First High pressure district.. We have implemented a workaround feed to
temporarily supply the area but are not certain how well this will work – reverse flow, different
pressures, etc.

 Can the WARN network be contacted to see if anyone has two of these: 24" Victaulic cplg

style 44 with E gasket, plated bolts and shop primer coated Part number C240044PE0. If
someone does, we would need to talk with them on further details, as well as make
arrangement to pick them up. They would get the new ones as soon as received. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions. I can be reached at the below number until 4:30 pm,
and at 216-??? anytime. You can also reach Kim Thompson, our Chief of Distribution at 216348-7277 or by cell at 216-???-????. I have copied him as well as our WARN representative,
Payton Hall.











Thank you for your assistance
Melinda L. Raimann
Administrative Manager
Distribution & Maintenance
Cleveland Division of Water
216-664-2444 x 5638
216-348-7292 (fax)
melinda_raimann@clevelandwater.com

Response
 August 7th
 3:13 PM Copy of Request for assistance sent to all

OHWARN members
 August 8tth
 8:22 AM inquired if any assistance had been received, only

offer of gaskets.
 9:32 AM Forwarded request to Indiana, Michigan,

Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Illinois, and Kevin Morley.
 9:42 AM Kevin Morley forwarded to all WARNS in

Regions 1-7

Response Cont’d
 August 9th
 3:01 PM notified by City of Cleveland that parts had been
located at a Hanson Pipe facility in Canada and were on a
plane to them.
them
 3:12 PM All WARNS notified that request had been met.
 3:17 PM Kevin Morley also sent request to close all open
requests for assistance on this matter.

Excerpt From Sandy After Action Report
 Intrastate Mutual Aid & Assistance
 Success: Multiple WARNs activated to provide resources to

impacted utilities as Sandy approached and passed through the
eastern United States. The WARNs had already been working to
increase membership and improve operational efficiency and
effectiveness in sharing resources to restore systems to normal
operating conditions.
conditions
 Improvement: Increasing WARN membership further will allow a
greater number of utilities to access resources from other utilities.
Increasing WARN connectivity to local and state Emergency
Operation Centers (EOCs) will ensure a more efficient and effective
deployment of resources to support affected systems and reduce the
burden on emergency management agencies.
 Key Action: Increase participation in WARN and representation in
local and state EOCs.

Excerpt From Sandy After Action Report
 Energy and Water Nexus in Disasters
 Success: Many utilities have taken steps to identify their vulnerabilities to power loss and have

taken preventive action, such as increasing storage capacity and utilizing backup power
strategies to ensure continued operations.
 Improvement: Despite these preparations, loss of power was the single greatest factor

affecting water sector operations, even at utilities with backup generators. Many requests for
generator
ge
e ato aand/or
d/o fuel
ue suppo
supportt we
weree either
e t e de
denied
ed or
o not
ot rated
ated high
g priority,
p o ty, thus
t us ccreating
eat g
significant risk of cascading consequence that would impact larger community recovery
efforts. The ownership status of a water system should not alter priority for response and
recovery needs.
 Key Action: Water sector requests for generator and fuel support must be shared with the

WARN and the Emergency Support Function 3 – Public Works (ESF 3) 3 desk in the EOC. In
addition, the Department of Energy (DOE) must make restoration of power to water sector
assets a top priority for all power distribution providers. Utilities should continue to assess
their energy management strategies to continue normal operations after a power failure. A
diverse set of strategies exists for utilities that should be customized for their specific
conditions.

Excerpt From Sandy After Action Report
 Elevating the Priority Status of Water Infrastructure
 Success: Many utilities have worked with their response partners at the local, state and federal

level as well as critical customers and response partners to ensure awareness exists related to
the critical nature of drinking water and wastewater services, particularly public health and
safety activities such as firefighting and providing safe drinking water. The recognition of this
criticality, and associated response activities to support the water sector, can mitigate the
impacts of cascading failures in other sectors and therefore the overall economic impact on the
community.
 Improvement: In some cases, there was limited recognition that drinking water and

wastewater utilities represent a critical lifeline sector essential to community continuity and
recovery. The cascading economic and environmental impacts of an operational issue are not
well recognized, so preventive actions to mitigate risk of failure were not consistently rated
high priority. This resulted in the following challenges for utilities: lack of support for backup
power and fuel requests, difficulties for utility personnel trying to access their facilities to
assess and/or repair damage, and a lack of coordination among response partners.
 Key Action: Federal/state/local policy for emergency management must clearly elevate the

water sector to top-level priority for response and recovery as recommended by the NIAC. 2
Water utilities should continue to work with their critical response partners and customers to
ensure that water sector response activities are coordinated, awareness exists with regard to
backup power and fuel needs, and coordination of credentialing and site access controls is
done in advance.

Excerpt From Sandy After Action Report
 Elevating the Priority Status of Water Infrastructure
 Historically, recognition of water and wastewater utilities’ role as a critical lifeline sector

essential to community continuity and recovery has been limited. This theme, repeated
following multiple large-scale events, was finally a major stimulus for the WARN initiative
following Hurricane Katrina.
 While improvements have been made, understanding is limited within the emergency

management community of the cascading economic and environmental impacts that can result
from service disruptions in the water sector. The absence of clear prioritization criteria is then
manifested in issues related to power restoration and fuel support for emergency generators,
utility access to key facilities and overall coordination of community restoration efforts.
 In several instances, the scale of the impact garnered significant federal support from the

USACE and USEPA for several wastewater systems (Passaic Valley and Middlesex, NJ) that
had sustained severe damage, resulting in a significant sewage release. The resources and the
type of support provided to these systems were beyond the scope that could be reasonable
sustained via EMAC or WARN, in addition to the complex regulatory issues.

Who Leads WARN Program
 State Steering Committee
 Volunteers from Member Utilities..
 Volunteers from stakeholders and support
organizations
 Nationally it is supported by paid staff at AWWA and

EPA officials

OHWarn Steering Committee
Position

Current Office Holder

Place of Employment

Chair

Randy Gilbert

Preble County Sanitary Engineer

Vice Chair

Frank Foley

NEORSD

Secretary

Phil Van Atta

Dayton

NE District Coordinator

Mitch Reese

Wadsworth

NW District Coordinator

Jason Phillips

Ottawa

SE District Coordinator

Jim Tindle

Columbus Water

SW District Coordinator

Keith Baker

Montgomery County

Advisor 1

Tom Fishbaugh

Ohio RCAP

Advisor 2

Tim Ballard

Ohio Rural Water Association

Advisor 3

Mike Santone

Ohio EPA

Advisor 4

Patrick Sheehan

Ohio EMA

Melinda Craig
Advisor 5

Darryl Key

NEORSD

OHWARN Subcommittees
 Operations (Standing)
 Response(Standing)
 Membership (ad‐hoc, as needed)
 Ballot / Elections (ad‐hoc, as needed)

Operations Subcommittee
 Update and Maintain the Operational Plan.
 Maintain contact with local, regional and state EMA

and
d EPA officials.
ffi i l
 Recommend how to manage Member Contact and

Resource databases.
 Lead Regular training on Agreement and Ops Plan.
 Conduct After action reviews of OHWARN activations.

Response Committee
 Assist with coordinating assistance in an emergency.
 Would be from unaffected areas of the state.
 Have NIMS and ICS training to be able to work in state

or local EOC as requested.

Membership Subcommittee
 Develop marketing and informational materials for

outreach.
 Conduct informational outreach at professional

association conferences.
conferences
 Recruit new members
 Maintain contact with members to ensure contact

information is updated.

Agreement / Elections/Balloting
Subcommittee
 Solicit nominations for Steering Committee positions.
 Di
Distributes
ib
and
d collects
ll
ballots
b ll
for
f V
Votes.
 Steering Committee positions
 Agreement modifications and updates

Questions

Ohwarn.org

OKI GROUNDWATER COMMITTEE MEETING SUMMARY
Wednesday, March 5, 2014
OKI Board Room – 10:00 a.m.
Attendees:
Bruce Whitteberry, Chair, Greater Cincinnati Water Works
Jack Thornsberry, Vice Chair, Butler County Water and Sewer Department
Andrew Baker, Oxford Water Treatment Plant
Brian Bohl, Hamilton County Soil and Water District
Chris Brausch, Warren County Water and Sewer Department
John Bui, City of Hamilton
David Combs, City of Trenton
Barry Conway, City of Franklin
Bob Curley, Reynolds Inc.
Frank Divo, Southwestern Ohio Water Co.
Elmer Dudas, City of Springboro
Sandra Eberts, U.S. Geological Survey
Andreas Eddy, City of Fairfield
Mike Ekberg, Miami Conservancy District
Rick Fueston, Clermont County Water Resources Department
Doug Hunter, Leggette, Brashears and Graham Inc.
Cindy Klopfenstein, City of Loveland
Andrew Knowles, City of Wyoming
James Koch, Clermont County Water
Mike Lippert, City of Wyoming
Tim McLelland, Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium
Megan Marhelski, Ohio EPA
Dave Morrison, Southwest Regional Water District
Matt Newman, City of Milford
Greg Petredis, City of Hamilton
Bill Paullin, Southwest Regional Water District
Allison Reed, Ohio EPA
Richard Renneker, Committee Member
Ken Shearwood, Village of New Richmond
Clifford A. Shrive, Stantec
Leon Simpson, Layne Christensen Co.
Jeff Smith, Tate Monroe Water Association Inc.
Greg Stanley, Tate Monroe Water Association Inc.
David Weihrauch, City of Oxford
Robert Wildey, Clermont General Health District
OKI Staff:
Regina Brock, Thomas DiBello, Bruce Koehler, Robert Koehler, Travis Miller, Emi
Randall, Cody Schumacher, Jane Wittke

1

Welcome/Introductions/Announcements:
Jack Thornsberry opened the meeting at 10:05 a.m. and announced that the next
meeting will be May 21, 2014.
Update on Local Groundwater Management Efforts
Mike Lippert, City of Wyoming reported that the City pumps an average of a million
gallons a day (MGD) to serve 3,300 customers and has six constant speed wells and a
lime-softening plant with a capacity of 3 MGD. The water department has been
focusing on maintenance within their facilities, including flow testing and mapping the
water system with GIS (geographic information system) digital technology. He noted
that a fire at the City’s water tower had been caused by worn electrical insulation and
that repairs took five days, during which time they had used a generator for back-up.
Tim McLelland of the Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium
reported that the Consortium is updating its potential pollution source database,
monitoring plan and public outreach/education plan in addition to working with local
jurisdictions to update their source water protection ordinances. He announced
educational events scheduled for April 5 at the Fairfield Home Expo; Earth Day
observances on April 19 for the City of Cincinnati and on April 22 for Butler County; the
5-K “Water for People” race on August 2 and the Great Miami River clean-up on
October 25.
Matt Newman, Milford Water Department reported that Milford serves 7,000
residents with a 1.2 MGD lime-softening plant. He explained that Milford recently
replaced a booster station dating from 1968 and installed a back-up generator for the
treatment plant, along with about 5,000 feet of 12” and 8” water main. Milford’s water
department also recently instituted a 12% water rate increase, the first since 2007, and
added about 107 units in 2014, in addition to making about $1.2 million in capital
improvements.
Greg Stanley, Tate Monroe Water Association Inc. explained that Tate Monroe
serves about 9,400 taps and a population of about 35,000. In 2009 they opened a
membrane softening water treatment plant, in part to avoid dealing with waste from
lime softening and in part to provide exceptional water quality. He commented that
Tate Monroe had experienced some issues with its collector well such as sand intrusion
and with high conductivity readings in the membrane vessel. The organization has
completed the required Consumer Confidence report, met with its source water
protection committee three times, and has had its source water protection plan
approved by EPA. They have also recently completed a software upgrade.
OKI Staff Update
Bruce Koehler gave a narrative descriptive of slides showing the Indian Creek Stream
Restoration and Bank Stabilization Project, which was undertaken by the Butler County
Water and Sewer Department for the Queen Acres Water Reclamation Facility near
Millville. He explained that soil engineering techniques designed by Stantec for the
2

Indian Creek project deserve consideration for stabilizing the eroding streambank along
Seven Mile Creek next to the City of Oxford’s wellfield. Among the most applicable
designs are live-stake plantings, a j-hook cross-vane, rock toe, coir fiber matting and
perhaps soil lifts with geo-cell reinforcement. A comparison of aerial photos from 1938
and 2013 illustrated that Seven Mile Creek is a dynamic stream that continually reshapes its channel and meanders within its floodplain corridor.
Bruce also invited the audience to attend the annual meeting of the OKI Regional
Conservation Council (RCC), which was set for 8:45 a.m. March 28 at the Cincinnati
Nature Center near Milford. The RCC is a collegial forum of soil and water conservation
districts in the Tri-State.
The Elk River Spill: Greater Cincinnati Water Works Experience and Lessons
for Source Water Protection Programs
Bruce Whitteberry, Greater Cincinnati Water Works (GCWW) described the
sequence of events and lessons learned from a chemical spill on West Virginia’s Elk
River, a secondary tributary to the Ohio River. On January 9th, 2014, an estimated
10,000 gallons of 4-methylcyclohexanemethanol (MCHM) spilled into the Elk River from
an industrial site. The spill’s impact was intensified because development had been
limited to the river corridor by steep topography. The spill was taken in by the Kanahwa
Valley Drinking Water Plan only 1.5 miles downstream, and subsequently distributed to
drinking water customers. Consequently, a Do Not Use order was issued to more than
300,000 people along the Elk River spill corridor.
Initially it was very difficult to get any information about the spill’s magnitude,
composition and implications.
The chemical was originally reported as
methylcyclohexane until later correction. When it was positively identified as MCHM,
there was still a significant lack of information available. GCWW learned that MCHM was
used as a chemical foaming agent to remove impurities from coal, and that it was not
regulated in drinking water. Further, study of safety documents indicated that little
information was known about the health effects of MCHM, which gives off a licorice-like
scent.
The GCWW response began with a notification from the Ohio River Valley Sanitation
Commission (ORSANCO) on the same day of the spill. The estimated time of arrival of
the MCHM contaminants in the greater Cincinnati area was around the middle of the
following week. GCWW and Northern Kentucky Water District (NKWD) communicated
frequently, arriving at a cooperative sampling plan and a storage and pumping plan
before the arrival of contaminated water.
With river velocities changing, the time of spill arrival could be affected, meaning that if
intakes were closed too soon, there might not be enough water in storage, but if closed
too late, there might be concerns about safety. The GCWW’s Ohio River water intake
was used to fill large settling reservoirs and storage tanks in the distribution system
prior to the spill. GCWW tracked the spill by collecting and analyzing samples from the
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river. The Ohio River intake was also promptly closed before the spill arrived, and
remained closed for 38 hours until the spill had passed. During that time, GCWW
continued to treat water from the settling reservoirs. From the beginning, a team of
GCWW staff from water quality and supply was formed and worked throughout the
weekend to prepare for the spill’s arrival, and the public information officer coordinated
interaction with the media. In addition, production testing at the Bolton wellfield was
delayed to ensure capacity during the spill, and Bolton was used at maximum capacity.
GCWW’s whole storage system was full by Monday evening before the spill arrived.
GCWW worked with ORSANCO and Huntington, West Virginia to develop an analytical
method capable of detecting the MCHM compound at low levels. In turn, they provided
assistance to other agencies that were impacted by the spill. Odor tests were also
utilized in the chemical analysis. GCWW also performed laboratory tests (jar tests) to
determine the appropriate dose of powder activated carbon (PAC) in the event
treatment was needed. Sampling for the contaminant took place every hour from
Tuesday to Thursday. In order to reliably test and avoid error, samples were exchanged
between GCWW and NKWD.
By the time the spill arrived in the greater Cincinnati area, the degradation of the MCHM
compound was greater than had been expected, so that levels in the Ohio River upon
reaching Cincinnati were much less than anticipated. GCWW had fed PAC into river
water for 5 hours before shutting down the intakes as a precaution, and then after the
spill passed, fed PAC into river water for 5 more days in case of possible
recontamination from upstream treatment plants releasing any stored or trailing MCHM.
The entire treatment process cost up to $133,000, with the PAC costing about $27,000.
GCWW’s experience confirmed the importance of a spill response plan and having
relationships with upstream utilities, health departments and local/regional planning
experts. It was also helpful to have media relation strategies and to know the
organization’s analytical resources and capabilities. Bruce also suggested that utilities
should be prepared for inaccurate spill information; should assume they have less time
than they think they have; should make sure they have an adequate supply of
emergency sampling bottles; should document, document, document; should prepare
for media attention and round the clock staffing needs; and should contact Ohio EPA
who may be able to provide ideas for resources.
Factors Affecting Public Supply Well Vulnerability to Contamination
Sandra Eberts, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) reported on the results of a study
of factors affecting public supply well vulnerability to contamination. The USGS had
worked with U.S. EPA to develop Health Based Screening Levels (HBSLs) for
contaminants not regulated by Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs). The impetus for
the public well vulnerability study came from research indicating that one in five source
water samples (22%) exceeded MCLs or HBSLs and that there was an even greater
frequency of concentrations (58%) greater than one-tenth of MCLs or HBSLs. In
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addition, concentrations of the most common organic contaminants were similar in
source water and finished water.
Understanding a public well’s vulnerability to contamination can help to prioritize use of
limited resources for monitoring programs, to select appropriate protection measures
and to reduce the need to treat the water. It can also help to anticipate the response of
wells to changes in management practices, to make informed decisions on siting and
constructing new wells, and reduce the risk of delivering contaminated drinking water
now and in the future.
Sandy also commented on the difference between groundwater vulnerability and public
supply well vulnerability. Groundwater vulnerability is affected by contaminant input,
contaminant mobility and persistence, and intrinsic susceptibility (the ease of water and
contaminant movement in the aquifer). Public supply well vulnerability depends on
these factors plus a well's location, design, construction, operation and maintenance,
because a well's characteristics determine the unique combination of flow pathways in
the aquifer that contribute water and contaminants to the well.
To assess vulnerability and understand the quality of water from public supply wells, It
is important to estimate: sources of recharge (as a measure of contaminant input),
geochemical conditions (as a measure of contaminant mobility and persistence), and
groundwater-age
mixture
(as
a
measure
of
intrinsic
susceptibility).

Sources of recharge may be from urban, agricultural or stream (natural) areas. A
change in water quality typically warrants investigation into these areas as well as the
stratification of chemistry within the well itself. Mixing equations are available via USGS
that aid in estimating individual concentrations of constituents from “mixed” well water.

Geochemical conditions affect whether a contaminant moves with the groundwater,
reacts with aquifer solids, or degrades. An unexpected finding of the study was that
human activities altered recharge or changed groundwater flow in ways that changed
aquifer geochemical conditions in most of the USGS study areas, causing naturally
occurring drinking water contaminants to dissolve into groundwater and to reach wells.

Groundwater-age mixture characterizes the complete range of time it could take for
contaminants to arrive at a well. For wells that produce a substantial amount of old
water, several years or even decades of monitoring will not be enough to characterize
water quality changes—a combined monitoring and modeling approach is needed for
such wells. Unexpected findings show that a wide range of groundwater ages provides
some protection against high levels of nonpoint source contamination, and that a lack
of young water can cause concentrations to go up long after source reduction.
Groundwater-stratigraphy models can be used for a rough estimate of groundwater-age
mixtures when tracer data isn’t available.
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Sandy also described preferential flow paths and their significance: they provide little
resistance to flow and are difficult to locate. At the same time, they affected public
supply wells in every study area and can be the greatest cause of vulnerability to
human-made contaminants for wells in confined aquifers. Sandy concluded by giving an
example of how knowledge of vulnerability factors was used to improve source water
quality in an Albuquerque, New Mexico study site, by pumping longer in the winter and
installing shallower wells to reduce naturally-occurring concentrations of arsenic. More
information is available via http://oh.water.usgs.gov/tanc/NAWQATANC.htm
Other Business and Adjournment
Jack Thornsberry gave a reminder that the next meeting date will be May 21, 2014 and
adjourned the committee at 12:10 p.m.
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